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Abstract. Serbian and other national standard languages that are used
instead of common standard Serbo-Croatian have a phonologically based
orthography. The characteristics of this orthography are that Serbian can
be written in two alphabets (Latin and Cyrillic) and in two dialects (Eka-
vian and Ijekavian) which is directly reproduced in a written language.
Consequently, Serbian is hard to identify because there are languages
that are very similar (sharing alphabets and dialects). Therefore the
problems typical for closely related languages are strongly presented in
Serbian. The existing top-level tools do not give results comparable to
the other classes of languages, so it is necessary to locate the problem
and use the cumulative linguistic knowledge to overcome it.
This paper summarizes the �rst results towards that goal. We have cho-
sen several top-level language identi�cation tools and tested theirs sen-
sibility for both the alphabets and both the dialects. For the testing
purpose we have created corpora encompassing the newspaper articles,
the literary works written by Serbian authors and the translations of
many widely-circulated novels. The obtained results indicate that not all
the tools support Latin and Cyrillic scripts and con�rm that the lan-
guage identi�cation of documents written in Ijekavian variant is much
more error prone in comparison to documents written in Ekavian variant.
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1 Introduction

A language identi�cation is a problem of identifying the language a document
is written in. This task can be considered solved just to a certain extent as for
di�erent languages and di�erent document types an accuracy of identi�cation
varies signi�cantly. Having in mind an importance of a digital visibility of a
language and extensive development of natural language processing applications,
we investigated the case of Serbian. It might be challenging as it can be written
in two alphabets. Apart from these, a historical background makes the language
closely related to the languages that are used instead of common standard Serbo-
Croatian. Therefore, all our intentions were addressed to the choice of top-level
tools and thoughtful evaluation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the characteristics of
the Serbian language and lists important properties that should be taken into
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account. In Section 3 an overview of the language identi�cation approaches is
given from the early days up to now. Our experiment regarding the successful
identi�cation of Serbian with a special remark to closely related languages is
explained in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the obtained results, while Section
6 concludes and presents some future ambitions.

2 Characteristics of the Serbian Language

The Serbian language as a representative of the South Slavic languages has rich
morphology and as such represents a challenge for natural language processing
tasks. Additionally, it is less-resourced language with a modest number of speak-
ers, which is why it is important to be maintained through the development of
various tools and language resources, as well as, to be properly identi�ed deploy-
ing the existing ones.

Standard Serbian is the standard national language of Serbs and the o�cial
language in the Republic of Serbia. It was formed on the basis of Ekavian and
Ijekavian Neo-�tokavian South Slavic dialects. As discussed in [15], Vuk Ste-
fanovi¢ Karadºi¢ (1787-1864), the major reformer of the Serbian language, has
been reformed and modernized Serbian written language, and has been made
the standardization of the Serbian Cyrillic. Vuk Stefanovi¢ Karadºi¢ has been
propagated the principle �Write as you speak and read as it is written�, and
to the present time the Serbian language has phonologically based orthography
(with a few exceptions).

In the 20th century, in the common state of Yugoslavia, this language was
o�cially encompassed by Serbo-Croatian, a name that implied a linguistic unity
with Croats (and later with other nations whose languages were based on Neo-
�tokavian dialects). In the last decade of the 20th century in Serbia the name
Serbo-Croatian has been replaced in general usage by the name Serbian1 [17].

There are three dialects that are used in the countries of the world in which
the Serbian language is spoken � Ekavian (prevalent in Serbia), and Ijekavian
and Ikavian (common in some parts of the northern Serbia, Bosnia and Herze-
govina, Croatia, and Montenegro). The dialect di�erence origins from the `jat ',
old Slavic vowel, which has been con�ated into the vowel `e' in the case of Eka-
vian, diphthongs `ije' and `je' in the case of Ijekavian dialects, and vowel `i ' in
the case of Ikavian. In the Table 1 are presented Ekavijan, Ijekavian, and Ikavian
forms for the word cvet (eng. `�ower ') in nominative singular and nominative
plural.

As discussed in [17], it could be made use of the facts that languages of
�tokavian provenance share the Ijekavian dialect in their standard forms, and
therefore have a lot in common. For instance, the tools and resources that are
developed for one such language, could be used with minor modi�cations or
without any modi�cations in the process of natural language processing of its

1 In 2006, the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia prescribes: �Serbian language
and Cyrillic script shall be in o�cial use in the Republic of Serbia�.
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Table 1: Ekavijan, Ijekavian and Ikavian forms for the word cvet (eng.
`�ower ').

Ekavian dialect Ijekavian dialect Ikavian dialect
nominative singular cvet (long e) cvijet cvit
nominative plural cvetovi (short e) cvjetovi cvitovi

closely related language. However, from the language identi�cation point of view,
these facts represent the di�culty.

Although the Cyrillic alphabet is in the mandatory use in Serbia in commu-
nication with the state authorities, both Cyrillic and Latin alphabets are equally
used in the Serbian written texts. The possibility to combine both alphabets in
the same text is also legitimate. In Table 2 list of 30 Serbian Cyrillic and Latin
graphemes are presented, with digraphs in the Latin alphabet marked in grey
color. Nevertheless, the transliteration is not uni�ed. For example, the toponym
New York could be represented in the Latin alphabet as Njujork (or even NJu-
jork), but in the Cyrillic alphabet it could be represented as �ujork or on rare
occasions Nujork .

Table 2: Serbian Cyrillic and Latin graphemes. Digraphs in the Latin alphabet
are marked in grey color.

Serbian letters

Cyrillic
A B V G D � E

�
Z I J K L � M

a b v g d � e � z i j k l 	 m

Latin
A B V G D Ð E � Z I J K L Lj M
a b v g d � e º z i j k l lj m

Cyrillic
N � O P R S T � U F H C Q � X

n � o p r s t � u f h c q 
 x

Latin
N Nj O P R S T � U F H C �

Dº
�

n nj o p r s t ¢ u f h c £ dº ²

Having in mind all above discussed Serbian language-speci�c aspects, and
in particular alphabetic and dialectic variants, we could deduce that four dif-
ferent combinations for modelling must be taken into account in the process of
identifying the language.
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3 Language Identi�cation

Many traditional as well as modern language applications we encounter in ev-
eryday lives rely on a successful language identi�cation. Thus, for example, for
the automatic text preprocessing such as tokenization, morphological analysis or
parsing, a language of the given text should be known in advance. Search engines
such as Google, Yahoo! or Bing are expected to recognize the language of a user's
query and to generate the list of relevant pages in the same language. Tremen-
dous e�orts are put into an improvement of the automatic machine translation
where the source language is necessary to identify in order to apply appropriate
knowledge and translation techniques. Equally challenging task is set to web
crawlers, as they also need to extract the fragments of crawled texts and incor-
porate them into speci�c web corpora or redirect them to a further analysis. All
these examples indicate that tools for automatic language identi�cation ought to
work well with both short and long text forms as well as multilingual documents.
They need to be able to adapt to a large number of written languages, styles
and genres that cover all domains of an application.

Theoretical approaches to a language identi�cation are numerous and quite
diverse. However, the great majority of them uses statistical language models
and results derived from a machine learning �eld as this task can be seen as a
classi�cation problem: assign a given text to the one of the pre-existing language
classes. More about the historical overview of the language identi�cation problem
is presented below.

The �rst language identi�cation attempts were based on unique character
combinations extracted from languages' samples [4]. Thus, for example, �eux �
combination was speci�c to French, �ery� to English, and � lj � to Serbo-Croatian.
Obviously, not all the documents written in these languages should contain the
listed combinations. Even more, these combinations might appear as a part of
citations or loanwords, so they cannot be considered as reliable. Almost in par-
allel the lists of language common words were examined [8]. Since there is a
tendency of common words grouping around a less common word, these ap-
proaches were applied successfully only when a document in question was long
enough to contain many common words.

The usage of n-grams brought many novelties in the language identi�cation
�eld. Since n-grams of di�erent types and di�erent lengths are able to capture
various languages' elements such as pre�xes, su�xes, stop words, lemmas or
stems, punctuation and many more, they were a reasonable choice. Apart from
these, they do not require any text preprocessing and adapt quite easily to
various error types that can be found in informal or OCRed texts.

Cavnar and Trenkle [3] described one of the �rst language identi�cation al-
gorithms based on character n-grams. The algorithm compares the pro�les of
the pre-existing language categories to the pro�le of a given document. The pro-
�les consist of most frequent n-grams of size from 1 to 5 characters sorted in
descending order by the number of appearances. For the comparison is used so
called �out-of-place� measure that calculates the total di�erence of the n-grams'
positions in the pro�les. The assignment is done intuitively according to the low-
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est value of the �out-of-place� measure, that is, to the language category with
the greatest number of n-grams overlapping. The algorithm was tested on the
collection of 3,713 messages from the Usenet newsgroups in the eight languages
(English, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, and Spanish) and
the precision of 99.8% was reported. The algorithm implementation by Gert-
jan van Noord [14] under the name TexCat was the �rst publicly available im-
plementation. It was implemented in Perl and covered 74 language/encoding
combinations. Nowadays, many implementations are available in a variety of
programming languages and environments (for example, R [7]).

In the same year as Cavnar and Trankle, Dunning [6] proposed the algo-
rithm based on language models and probabilistic reasoning. Markov models of
the same order were created for each language category and in further steps
these models were used for the likelihood estimation according to the Bayesian
decision rule. The algorithm was tested on the collection of English and Spanish
text segments and it was reported that when a text size was greater than 100
bytes and the size of each collection was greater than 50K bytes, there was 90%
con�dence that the precision would be greater than 99%. For the reported col-
lection the best results were obtained for the bigrams and trigrams models.

Nowadays, the task of language identi�cation faces a large group of languages
as the Web has become a host for both social and professional activities. It is not
unusual to have a single Web page comprising many of these languages. One of
the papers addressing the complex task of language identi�cation of multilingual
documents is presented in the paper [18]. It refreshes a kind of dictionary model
looking for the words that appear in one of the nine European languages (French,
English, Italian, Spanish, Slovakian, Czech, Slovenian, and Polish). Here, dictio-
naries are de�ned as a set of (word, relevance) mappings learned from Wikipedia
dumps. The algorithm is tested on a collection of 1.000 multilingual documents.
The reported accuracy of 98,34% is at the level of powerful monolingual identi-
�cation tools.

Many short text formats such as search engine queries, e-Bay messages or
Tweets need to be identi�ed. In the paper [2] the impacts of di�erent conditions
such as the length of the document and the amount of training data are tested on
three popular corpora (EUROGOV, TCL and Wikipedia) and what is reported
con�rms the language identi�cation task is much harder for shorter documents
and smaller training sets.

For the number of languages in the phase of identi�cation the choice has to be
made among closely related languages (for instance, Danish, Swedish and Nor-
wegian or Spanish and Catalan), language varieties (for instance, European and
Brazilian Portuguese) or language dialects. The paper [10] presents the three-
phase model for identi�cation of closely related languages. The algorithm ad-
dresses di�erentiation of Croatian from Slovenian and Serbian. In the �rst phase
the documents written in any of these three languages are singled out by the
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rule of 100 most frequent words and the rule of special character elimination2. In
the next phase character based second-order Markov model is developed aiming
to distinguish languages among themselves. In order to improve the distinction
between Croatian and Serbian, which is found very di�cult, in the �nal phase
the lists of forbidden words are introduced. Those are the lists of words appear-
ing in one language but not in the other. The model is trained and tested on the
news collection and the achieved accuracy of 0.9918 is the best ever reported for
this group of languages.

The identi�cation of language varieties is discussed in [19] for the case of
European and Brazilian Portuguese. As the di�erences between these two vari-
eties can be described at orthographic, lexical and syntactic level, the algorithm
analyses three groups of features: character n-grams (n varying from 2 to 6),
word unigrams and word bigrams. The language models are calculated by using
the Laplace probability distribution and evaluated on the journalistic corpora
containing texts from the both varieties classi�ed according to their length in
tokens. The achieved accuracies di�er slightly for used features but are still at
the level of expected: 99.8% for 4-grams, 99.6% for word unigams and 91.2% for
word bigrams.

As can be observed, all listed approaches either general or speci�c, require the
advanced linguistic knowledge and complex statistics. In some cases, the task of
identi�cation is accomplished with high accuracy, but there are still some cases
waiting for improvements and further adaptations.

4 The Experiment

Considering the modest number of native speakers of the Serbian language, its
characteristics and an importance of digital visibility of a language, we wanted
to test if modern language identi�cation tools are able to cope with Serbian
and recognize the texts written in it. We have chosen langid.py, Google's
CLD module as well as the tool described in [16] (in further text denoted as
Tiedemann&Ljube²i¢). The motives are numerous: the langid.py is a very pop-
ular, pre-trained and easy to use language identi�cation tool covering a wide
range of languages; the CLD module is integrated in Google Chrome web browser
and available through several Google's services; the Tiedemann&Ljube²i¢ tool
analyses the case of closely related languages with the focus on languages that
are used instead of common standard Serbo-Croatian. As reported, all these
tools recognize Serbian successfully.

4.1 Used Language Identi�cation Tools

In the next paragraphs is given a brief description of the used language identi�-
cation tools.
2 On the Wikipedia page available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:

Language_recognition_chart there are some elementary, a bit rough, language
recognition charts)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Language_recognition_chart
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Language_recognition_chart
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The langid.py is a top-level language identi�cation tool developed by Lui
and Baldwin [12]. It is based on the multinomial Naive Bayes classi�er which
operates on the set of features (byte level unigrams, bigrams and trigrams) se-
lected so that their information gain represents the characteristics of the lan-
guage rather than the characteristics of the training domain [11]. The training
corpus encompasses governmental documents, news-wire, online encyclopedia,
software documentation and the Internet crawl extracted from the following
sources: JRC-Acquis, ClueWeb 09, Wikipedia, Reuters RCV2, and Debian i18n.
In the case of Serbian, the training collection includes XML wiki dumps for
the period July-August 2010 as well as the set of manually translated content
strings for a number of Debian software packages. The number of so far covered
languages is 97. This tool expects a string or a redirected �le as an input and
generates an ISO 639-1 language code followed by a probability estimation. It
also o�ers an useful option for narrowing the set of possible languages for a given
document.

The CLD (Compact Language Detection) [5] is a library embedded in a
Google's Chromium browser able to detect one of 83 di�erent languages of Uni-
code UTF-8 texts, either plain text or HTML/XML. The algorithm is proba-
bilistic in nature and uses Naive Bayes classi�er. For the languages apart from
those having unique scripts and those counting over 80.000 characters, sequences
of 4 letters (quadgrams) are used. The training corpus is manually constructed
from chosen web pages for each language, and then augmented by careful au-
tomated scraping of over 100M additional web pages. The obtained quadgrams
are stored into tables which can be accessed in a very short time. The main
quadgrams lookup table consists of 256K entries covering about 50 languages.
In our testing we have used a Python implementation of the algorithm avail-
able by courtesy of Michael McCandless [9]. This tool outputs a language name,
a reliability parameter with boolean value calculated by comparing the �rst
and the second best language, number of analyzed bytes per document, and
optionally, a list of three top languages among which the result is calculated.

The Tiedemann&Ljube²i¢ classi�er addresses the problem of closely related
languages. It is in the main multinomial Naive Bayes classi�er trained over a
parallel collection. The usage of the parallel training set resulted in outperform-
ing the state-of-the-art tools signi�cantly since the data parallelism provided
focus on subtle di�erences among languages. The results published in the in-
troductory paper concern very closely related languages Croatian, Bosnian and
Serbian. The classi�er is trained over a parallel news collection from Southeast
Europe titled SETimes ([13]) which is available in the eight languages (Albanian,
Bosnian, Croatian, English, Macedonian, Serbian, Russian, and Ukrainian). Ap-
proximately 2.7 million words per language are found in training sets. The eval-
uation data contains of 200 documents per language varying from 70 thousand
words for Croatian to 113 thousand words for Serbian. The reported overall ac-
curacy is 95.7% which is signi�cantly higher in comparison to other reported
results. For the same learning and evaluation sets, one additional algorithm is
tested ([1]). That is the algorithm based on the lists of words that appear quite
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frequently in one language but never in the other languages. The words from
these lists are usually called �blacklisted words� and produced by comparing the
words' frequencies among languages. The lists for Croatian, Bosnian and Ser-
bian are applied in cascade fashion for each pair of languages resulting in the
overall accuracy of 97%. We have used the �rst classi�er that for the given input
generates two language codes and probability estimation.

4.2 Test Corpus

For the testing purpose, we have created a corpus which consists of documents
in both Ekavian and Ijekavian variant (Table 3). Since Serbian can be written in
Cyrillic or Latin script, all the documents are transliterated into Latin script.

Table 3: The structure of the corpus.
Size (in number of words) Size (in MB)

Ekavian part 2.078,172 13.2
Ijekavian part 528,749 3.2

The Ekavian part of the corpus includes the articles from the daily newspaper
Politika3 for the years 2007 and 2010, the literary works written by the Serbian
authors and the translations of many widely-circulated novels. The list of all
used materials is reported in Appendix 1.

The Ijekavian part of the corpus includes the articles from the daily news-
paper Glas Srpske4 for the period January-July 2013, some columns taken from
Deutsche Welle website5 and representative works written in the Ijekavian di-
alect. Appendix 2 depicts all the details.

4.3 Processing Part

Due to the nature of the used tools and comparability with other reported results,
we have split both the Ekavian and Ijekavian parts of the corpora into lines on
average 400 words long and randomly singled out 100 lines from each. For the
testing purpose of the langid.py tool each line is saved as a separate �le because
a redirection mode is used. The input for CLD and Tiedemann&Ljube²i¢ tools is
a single document containing all concatenated lines: the �rst 100 lines are from
the Ekavina part and the rest from the Ijekavian part.

3 Politika newspaper: http://www.politika.rs.
4 Glas Srpske newspaper: http://www.glassrpske.rs.
5 Deutsche Welle: http://www.dw.de.

http://www.politika.rs
http://www.glassrpske.rs
http://www.dw.de
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5 Results

The obtained results are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: The results.
Tool Serbian Bosnian Croatian Other

langid.py
Ekavian 100 0 0 0
Ijekavian 0 0 100 0

CLD
Ekavian 25 0 75 0
Ijekavian 0 0 100 0

Tiedemann&Ljube²i¢
Ekavian 98 2 0 0
Ijekavian 1 98 1 0

All the tested lines are classi�ed as written is Serbian, Croatian or Bosnian,
which proves that there is a good external distinction among this group of lan-
guages and other languages groups. However, on the intrinsic level the results are
quite discouraging. The lines written in Serbian Ekavian variant are recognized
to some extent with overall accuracy of 74.3%. That is far beyond all reported
results for all the tools. The identi�cation of Serbian Ijekavian variant is much
more di�cult task even for the tool developed with an idea of closely related
languages in mind resulting in the accuracy close to 0%.

The langid.py tool recognizes Serbian Ekavian variant with 100% accuracy
and Serbian Ijekavian variant with 0% accuracy. We notice that this tool recog-
nizes only the texts written in o�cial Cyrillic alphabet which might cause the
misclassi�cation of all tested Ijekavian lines, usually written in Latin script, as
Croatian.

Google's CLD obviously favours Croatian in both Ekavian and Ijekavian cases.
In all the iterations the algorithm's con�dence parameter is set on the true value
which means it is quite sure about the �nal outcome. The average number of
analysed bytes ranges from 80 to 100. After the inspection of the wrong results
referring to Ekavian tests, we found that in 25 iterations the second proposed
language was Slovenian, in 8 iterations it was Serbian, and in 5 iterations it was
Slovak. In all the reminder iterations the algorithm was completely sure about
Croatian. In the case of Ijekavian tests, in 16 iterations the second proposed
language was Slovenian, in 3 iterations it was Slovak and in just 14 iterations it
was Serbian. There was one iteration for each of the languages: Spanish, Italian,
and Indonesian.

The Tiedemann&Ljube²i¢ tool is very accurate in classifying Ekavian tests,
but almost all (98 out of 100) Ijekavian tests are recognized as written in Bosnian.
In 83 of these 98 iterations, the second proposed language was Croatian, and only
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in 15 of them it was Serbian. Our explanation for this phenomenon is the absence
of Ijekavian documents from the training collections. If we expect it to be repre-
sentative, it should contain both Ekavian and Ijekavian translations. We address
the same comment to the epilogue of the introductory paper ([10]) with the list
of the strongest discriminators among the observed languages which in the case
of Bosnian contains many regular Serbian words in Ijekavian pronunciation (for
instance, izvje²tajima, posjetioci, djelimi£no).

6 Conclusions and Further Work

The obtained results indicate that Serbian as a language cannot be identi�ed
with a high accuracy in the context of the national standard languages that are
now used instead of common standard Serbo-Croatian. Moreover, it cannot be
identi�ed close to the level expected from some modern language applications.
The accent on both the alphabets and both the variants need to be stressed
more sharply to the groups of interest. In the time of writing this paper, the
Internet Assigned Number Authority accepted and published in its language
sub-tag registry codes for all four variant-alphabet combinations6. We hope that
this will in�uence the awareness of language communities and the adaptability of
future identi�cation tools. Our next research steps will focus on discrimination
lists among languages from the region in more broad and domain independent
way as well as the named entity tracking as they are the witnesses of spelling
di�erences among languages.
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Appendix 1 � The Structure of the Ekavian Part of the Corpus

Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown
1984 by George Orwell

Around the World in Eighty Days by Jules Verne
The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint Exupéry

The Diary of Anne Frank

The Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien
The Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien

Solaris by Stanisªaw Lem
Winnie-the-Pooh by A. A. Milne

Bridget Jones's diary by Helen Fielding
For and Against Vuk by Me²a Selimovi¢
articles from the Politika newspaper

Appendix 2 � The Structure of the Ijekavian Part of the Corpus

Springs of Ivan Galeb by Vladan Desnica
Selected works of Petar Ko£i¢
two novels by Branko �opi¢a

Dove Hole by Jovan Radulovi¢
Rebel and Rebel Janko by Simo Matavulj

Spiders and Searching the bread by Ivo �ipiko
The Dervish and Death by Me²a Selimovi¢

articles from Glas Srpske newspaper
column written by Nenad Veli£kovi¢b

a Titles in Serbian are: Magare¢e godine and Glava u klancu, noge na vrancu.
b Column written by Nenad Veli£kovi¢ � http://www.dw.de/skljocam-i-zvocam/

a-4461937.

http://www.dw.de/skljocam-i-zvocam/a-4461937
http://www.dw.de/skljocam-i-zvocam/a-4461937



